Abstract: The purpose of this research article is to explore and examine the key determinants Brand Building
I. Introduction
India is not an exception for the changes and product innovations happening across the world. Automobile sector is one of the fastest growing sectors in India. During 1970-80 and late 90's, because of the monopoly of few Indian automobile players such as Hindustan motors(Ambassador), Premier Padmini & the policy restrictions on foreign players, the Indian middle class & upper middle class potential aspirants are used to wait for more than a year to realize their dream of owning a car as their symbol of luxury/prestige/Social status and even as an asset.
The past Globalization changes are wide spread today and the impact of which can be witnessed in almost all sectors of social, economical and industrial growth & development of the country. Indian automobile sector is one of the best examples to quote with respect to the various strategic changes, policy deregulations/relicensing, and attraction of FDI.
As a construct of Brand Building strategies the research attempts to focus the discussion on Eight Brand Equity dimensions from the consumer point of view. The major objectives of the research are to determine the Key determinants of Brand Building Dimensions in the Indian Automobile market focused on the Automobile brands such as Maruti-Suzuki, Tata motors, Mahindra-Mahindra, , Hyundai motors, Toyota motors.
WHEELS the major invention ever happened on the planet, it is very hard to imagine the universe without the existence of wheels in it. Evolution of wheels has made life easier to the mankind in their day to day life. The primitive men used to live in jungles. They used to kill animals for their food and used to carry them for long distances to their caves. One day it is believed that a cave man saw a log of wood rolling down, he got very interested as to how the log of wood was rolling. Another day an animal was kept on the logs of wood and slowly as the log of wood moved the animal was displaced from its position, this excited the cave man too. Very soon the caveman took a log of wood and cut it from one side to form a round object which finally came to be known as a "WHEEL". Later on wheels were used to take killed animals from forest to caveman's home, and slowly bullock carts and horse carts also came into existence.
In the present world, technology is seeing the upward trend at an unprecedented rate. The gadget which is new and latest for today is an antique model of tomorrow, in the same way evolution of wheels has seen various changes, modifications, alterations and up gradation since the time it came into existence. Take a look around you will see wheels everywhere, be it as tyre or as any circular object which we come across in our day to day life. Wheel is not only referred to the materialistic things but also to the non-materialistic components, for example we refer to the stages of our life as the "never ending cycle of life"-Life on the wheels of Birth and Death Automobile Industry in India-The past: Car was mere a dream of many of the Indians. Car sounded as if it is a symbol of great riches and high level dignity, the year 1897 always leaves its mark in the Indian history. 1897 is the year, when the first car ran on Indian roads, before this Indians had no idea of how a car looks like? Indian market before independence was merely looked as a market for imported vehicles, only assembling works were taken up by Indian industries and nothing more, assembling of spare parts formed the order of the day. Indian automobile industry mainly focused on servicing, dealership, financing and maintenance of vehicles but not on manufacturing of the same.
Only a decade after India attained its independence manufacturing works started gradually developing in India. Indian transportation requirements were hugely fulfilled by Indian railway services till 1950's. Straight away after independence Indian automobile industries faced several challenges and road blocks due to the reason that manufacturing capability of the Indian based manufacturing companies were restricted by the "rule of license" but the same rule led to greater success in this field in the coming years.
II.
Automobile Industry -The Future
Artificial Intelligence and Autonomous cars
For the years ahead 2020-2030 and after, Computers will become exponentially better in understanding the world and Human needs. It is estimated that in the year 2018 the first self-driving cars will appear on roads for public. By the year 2020-25 the entire automobile Industry in India and the across the globe will starts to be disrupted. No more car buyers and no more sellers will persist after 2030.I or you don't want to own a car any more. Definitely we can call a car with our smart phone, it will show up the location and the drive to Destination, just pay for the driven distance and even we could be productive while driving. The next generation probably may not get a driving license and will never own a car. The IT companies (Tesla, Google, and Apple) are expected to give the revolutionary contributions, the road accidents may reduce to one in every 10 million kilometers with autonomous driving. The traditional car manufacturing companies like Maruti Suzuki, Tata Motors etc will have to face the problems of Bankrupt and reduced sales. It is said among R&D groups of traditional car manufacturing companies with evolutionary business models the engineers and Technical experts are completely terrified of Tesla and Google's Revolutionary business model of Automobile industry. Insurance companies will have massive trouble, because without accidents the insurance will become 100 times cheaper. Their car insurance business model may disappear. Electric and Solar cars are expected to become mainstream mode of transportation by the end of 2030 and the roads, cities will be of less noisy. 
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III. GDP Contribution: Indian Automobile Industry
Indian Automobile industry is the single largest industry being able to contribute as much as 10 per cent of the gross domestic product for a country like India. As of 2013, the Indian automobile industry had contributed to almost 7 per cent of the country's GDP. During the time it provided 22 per cent of India's manufacturing GDP and provided around 18 per cent of excise duties to the state exchequer. The Indian automobile industry has also significantly increased the presence of the nation in international markets with a year-on-year increase in exports of approximately 18 per cent. Source: Field survey
The Above table provides the inputs related to the sample design for car users. As the car dealers found to be not supportive in sharing the details of their customers data base I have adopted the method of snow ball sampling as well as Convenient Sampling methods to collect the data through the questionnaire survey. In order to justify the representativeness of the population the geographical area of the population under consideration (Karnataka State) has divided into five divisions ie North, South, East, West, and Central districts. The Major urban cities one each from respective divisions is selected for the purpose of conducting survey both for car users and dealers (Automobile Show room dealers).Further an attempt is made to ensure large sample size by systematically stratifying the major automobile brands (as per their market share and wide presence in the geographical area under consideration).The sample size is set at 1000 by limiting standard error (SE) to 5 % and the acceptable error (E) to 0.3% in the relation,
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N= {(Z). (SE)÷ E}* {(Z). (SE)÷E}
Where N= Sample size, Z=1.96 two tail critical value (assuming that population characteristics and sample characteristics do not differ significantly).The set sample size is further systematically stratified into 200 each across five selected automobile brands Maruti Suzuki ,Tata motors, Mahindra and Mahindra, Hyundai and Toyota motors. In the next stage of sampling the 200 sample size for each automobile brand is distributed equally (40 each) among the five cities under consideration.
Source: Field survey
Brand Knowledge/Awareness: Referring to Associative network memory model, Brand Knowledge/Awareness is the relative strength of brand node/s or traces in the memory, which can be measured as the consumer/users ability to identify the brand under different conditions (Keller et.al 2011) .As the first step of building brands Brand Knowledge/Awareness provides an insight to analyse consumer perceptions and how these perceptions are stored in their memory in the form of specific brand memory nodes. The dimension of Brand knowledge/Brand awareness creates unique brand differentiations so that the marketing managers can design the marketing plan and to develop new products. Creating Brand Awareness can be done by increasing the familiarity, exposure and focussing more on repeated consumer experiences .The brand awareness/Brand Knowledge influence the consumer purchase motivation, Consumer's purchase ability and in general the purchase/buying behaviour at the marketing/sales/distribution outlets (Keller et.al1996, 2011 . With the intention of quantifying Brand Knowledge among the car users the statements such as, BK1: I can quickly recollect some of the unique features of the Brand BK2: I can quickly recall the symbol and logo of the Brand BK3: I know that the Brand enhances my social status and pride BK4: The Brand is appealing in its presentation, style &functionality are examined on 5 point likert scale (Strongly Disagree to Strongly Agree) to develop the aggregate mean score and measure of standard deviation to identify which of the automobile brands have good brand knowledge/awareness as per the perception of the car users. The table 1.4.1 indicates that the mean scores and standard Deviations for the five automobile brands such as Maruti Suzuki, Tata motors, Mahindra & Mahindra Hyundai and Toyota towards measuring Brand Knowledge/Awareness. The car users are of Maruti-Suzuki and Hyundai the opinion that they have good awareness about the brand knowledge (Aggregate Mean score 3.87), followed by Mahindra & Mahindra, Toyota, and the least score is 3.46 for Tata motors.
Brand Image: Brand Image has been recognized as the most important source of creating strong brands, and it serves as the major determinant to shape/guide the consumers perceptions. Strong Brand Image leads to strong favorable and unique associations to the brand in the memory of its users/customers. Therefore Brand image is 
Brand Trust: The Brand Equity and its enhancement is considered to be a relational market based asset (Falkenberg, 1996; Hooley et al., 2005; Srivastava et al., 1998 Srivastava et al., , 2001 ) because it exists even outside the firm (External environmental operatives) that is the in the minds of the final users of the brand's products. As far the existing branding literature is concerned the Brand Trust yet to receive its due representation for empirical evidences in building and enhancing Brand Equity (Chaudhuri and Holbrook 2001 .Hence to trust a brand explicitly can be interpreted that there is a high probability or expectancy that the brand will result in positive outcomes/welcoming/pleasing benefits for the consumer, the first dimension of Brand Trust has a technical or competence based nature predominantly addressing the issues related to ability and willingness to keep promises and satisfy consumers' needs ( Behavioral Loyalty refers to the repeated purchases and the volume of purchase, in general it refers to how much the consumers purchase and how often they purchase a particular brand's products/services. Behavioral loyalty may result in highly persistent word of mouth advertisements, references to friends, relatives, and will help to build relationship capital for the company (Keller 2011) With the intention of measuring Brand Loyalty among the car users, the statements such as,  BL1 :I consider I am loyal to the Brand  BL 2:I feel I made a right choice  BL3:I would love to recommend the Brand to my friends  BL 4:I would continue with preference to buy cars from the same Brand irrespective of increase in price  BL 5:Next car that I buy would be from the same Brand  BL 6:I prefer to buy the car of my Brand even at the higher prices  BL 7:I am satisfied with the cars of all colours and segments of the Brand are examined on 5 point likert scale (Strongly Disagree to Strongly Agree) to develop the aggregate mean score and standard deviation to measure Brand Loyalty among the car users of automobile brands under consideration.
N=200
Maruti Perceived quality: It is the perception of the customers regarding the overall quality/Performance against the set standards and functional superiority with respect to the intended purpose. Achieving one time excellence in perceived quality may not be sufficient for building strong brands because over the years of performance the customers' expectations will be heightened leads to increased expectations in terms technical up gradations and high performance standards. Perceived quality seems to be relatively dynamic as the technical obscelence and updates will be cyclical in nature.
With the intention of measuring Perceived Quality among the car users, the statements such as,  
V.
Conclusions
